The New York Committee for CARE and Circle 75

Overview

CARE USA was founded in New City after World War II. As we prepare to commemorate CARE’s 75th anniversary in 2020, we see a unique moment to combine our anniversary with a celebration of New York as a global city and international hub that brings together global health, international business, philanthropy and a vibrant diversity of people and cultures.

More than ever, a global – local partnership has become critical to solving the world’s most pressing challenges. To that end, CARE is convening a consortium of committed citizens in New York to work shoulder to shoulder with CARE USA to build relevant, sustainable solutions to defeat poverty, respond to humanitarian crises, ensure social justice and create a world where all people live with dignity and security. That consortium is the New York Committee for CARE.

The New York Committee for CARE (the “Committee”) is part of a nationwide network of committees that work as a unified force to lead and energize support for a shared vision of investing in women and girls as a force multiplier for change. Within the committee is a founder’s group called Circle 75, dedicated leaders within the Committee who, through personal philanthropic support and expertise, will help CARE celebrate 75 years of fighting poverty worldwide as well as prepare for the fight ahead.

At this important moment in the world – we hope you will consider joining this group to add your voice to forge a more humane, just and empowered global community.

Goals:

LEAD, EDUCATE AND INSPIRE New Yorkers to increase engagement in global issues and drive demonstrable impact.

BUILD A PLATFORM OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT that strengthens CARE’s programmatic work.

ADVOCATE for the work of CARE and the larger international aid community.

RESPOND to the world’s most urgent crises quickly and efficiently.
Benefits

New York Committee for CARE member insider access includes:

- Membership and networking opportunities (3-4 annually) in New York that feature CARE’s executive and field leaders.
- An invitation to travel with CARE to the field each year to witness the impact of your support firsthand.
- A national convening of all Committees for CARE at the annual CARE National Conference, with special VIP events and a members-only strategy meeting with CARE President and CEO, Michelle Nunn.

Circle 75 benefits includes everything at the member level, plus:

- A founder’s only annual private gathering with CARE President and CEO, Michelle Nunn, for the President’s Report on the impact of Circle 75 investments.
- Invitation to CARE CEO’s Thought Leadership series.
- Insider access to intimate dinners and conversations with CARE’s leadership teams from country offices around the world to better understand the challenges CARE is facing on the ground.
- Recognition as a Circle 75 Member in numerous communications and during the CARE Annual Impact Awards Dinner.

*members pay for field travel personally, events listed above are non-ticketed, exclusive invitations

Membership

Join the Committee as a Member with a contribution of $30,000/3 years ($10,000/year)

Join the Committee as a Circle 75 Founder with contribution of $75,000/3 years ($25,000/year)

- Serve a three-year renewable term and provide your name to the New York Committee for CARE’s membership roster.
- In partnership with CARE, host speakers and discussions that elevate awareness, education and participation in global trends, challenges and opportunities and how CARE is working to address these issues.
- Advance a commitment to fighting global poverty within your network of family, friends and colleagues.

Leadership

Chair
Kristen Durkin

Founding Members
Vanessa Barboni Hallik
Dan Berger
Dede Pickering

***
Michelle Nunn, CARE President & CEO
Glenn Hutchins, CARE Board Co-Chair
H. Conrad Meyer III, CARE Board Member

Learn More & Contact

Website: www.fight.care.org/nycommittee

To inquire: nycommittee@care.org